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I created the "Low Tox Life" in 2010 to empower delicious change for people across food, body, home, mind

topics with an overarching theme of planet care. Whether someone wants to be more sustainable, cook

from scratch more, choose products more wisely, do more in their communities to help others make better

choices, or simply feel better at a personal level, the Low Tox Life is the life for them. We welcome and

support our community not only with me as their guide, but guided by incredible scientists, doctors,

environmental scientists, farmers, practitioners and brand partners. "Low tox" was the phrase I created

rather than "no tox" because nothing will ever be perfect. You will never arrive at a point where your life is

completely devoid of toxins of some kind. This life is about doing what we do most of the time, to be able to

go with the flow some of the time, while having the overall feeling that we're headed in a better direction

for us and our planet.  I wanted people to feel that whatever they did to take a step forward was enough for

them and for that day. I wanted to remove the shame and sense of perpetually not doing 'enough' from the

healthy lifestyle conversation. I wanted to bring the best experts across all areas to our community for

clarity and trust. 

That trusted, supportive and empowering beginning has continued as we've grown to be a leader in

lifestyle education a decade later - over 100,000 people doing things better and imperfectly but always

believing that what we do matters in a big way. We collaborate with partners who have the same spirit of

can-do and encouragement to help great brands doing the right thing get the exposure and returns they

deserve, and to help the community achieve their goals faster and more easily to make changes that STICK

for healthier people and a happy planet. 

Alexx 

 

We invite in collaboration, the brands that do right by

people and planet, have strong sourcing commitments,

strong values and big goals to move forward towards a

safer, more prosperous world. Being able to source

products we can trust for our readers is paramount for

us as they make swaps based on personal and or

environmental priorities. 

Connecting people to truly authentic businesses doing

the right thing by people and planet is such a powerful

proposition, because the educational material through

our social media platform, e-courses and blogs that we

provide show people what’s ‘greenwash’ vs what’s truly

better for our health so when someone sees us

recommend a brand, they know it's trustworthy. If

you’re reading this thinking my client/I feel the same

way, then we very much look forward to collaborating

with you.

 

HI, I'M ALEXX STUART OUR PARTNERSHIPS



OUR VALUES: WHAT WE STAND FOR

COMMUNITY 

Our community is

everything. We love and

treasure them and exist to

help them achieve 

their goals.

TEAM 

We support each other. We

do well and stay motivated,

so that we can do more

GOOD for others!

INTEGRITY 

Everything we do is for the

benefit of both people

and planet - NOT just

when it’s convenient for

us, but always. Our

partnership choices are

therefore very carefully

considered. 

CURIOSITY 

A thirst for knowledge that

keeps us growing and

innovating, providing new

solutions and possibilities

all the time.

CATEGORY GROWTH 

 Committed to shining a

light on causes, brands,

and people who do right

by people and planet and

together crowding out the

old, harmful ways.

HAPPY 

Our education and

resources make the act of

change a delicious,

empowering, positive and

doable one.



AUDIENCE DEMOGRAPHICS

CORE DEMOGRAPHIC

68 % are 
 29-50 years of age

BROADER 

DEMOGRAPHIC

Age 25-70

GENDER SPLIT

Female 95 %
Male 5 %

CORE AUSTRALIA

 

60% AUSTRALIA

CORE AUSTRALIA

 

15% USA

CORE AUSTRALIA

 

9% NZ

CORE AUSTRALIA

 

7% UK 

CORE AUSTRALIA

 

9% 60 + COUNTRIES



CORE AUSTRALIA

 

70K + FACEBOOK

CORE AUSTRALIA

 

45K+ INSTAGRAM

CORE AUSTRALIA

 

2K+ TWITTER

CORE AUSTRALIA

 

2K+ PINTEREST

 

AUDIENCE SIZE, REACH & ENGAGEMENT
We have never purchased followers or likes so our engagement is powerful

and meaningful and our audience is not diluted in any way - each member

of the community has elected to be there. 

=

117K+ COMBINED AUDIENCE / 300K+ WEEKLY COMBINED REACH 



BRAND PARTNERSHIPS 

We have found over the years, that a focus on targeted campaigns with

multiple layers and exposures across social, courses and newsletter are the

best recipe for add valuing to our students, audience and to you, the

collaborator. We've also found that an element of a deal sweetener such as

a giveaway or special offer goes very well in making it a successful time for

you. We see advertising as something we offer our audience to help make

their low tox swaps easier and more exciting.  

We’ve devised four levels of monthly brand collaboration options, along

with our e-course partnerships and a few additional opportunities so that a

brand of any size and stage can be a part of things. 

We're happy to discuss any larger-scale, white label ideas if you had

something else in mind, email team@lowtoxlife.com to start the

conversation.

*sample brand collaboration with Weleda inset.

 

 



E-COURSES PARTNERSHIPS

Feature your brand across every course for the year.  

Includes relevant products links across the 8 courses. 

Your brand mentioned with logo and images in the

"partner offers" pages with hyperlinks.

Discount code/ value-add for your brand, that you

provide for participants. We also ask that you include

the courses in your newsletter where it's relevant. 

PARTNERSHIP INCLUDES

INCLUSIONS

REQUIREMENTS

PRICE (PER ANNUM)

$700 EX GST 

This partnership al lows you to share your wonderful product/service to our course students -  the core fans

of the business-  to make it easier for them to reach their goals and to help great businesses that do right by

people and the planet ,  grow so that we al l  work together to grow a beautiful ,  healthy world .  Across the 8

courses we have over 5000  alumni now ,  s ince the courses began in 2014.  Courses are a combination of on-

demand and l ive with coaching .  



Below are some details about each of the components of our packages: 

NEWSLETTER

Our newsletter goes out to 17K people per week with a 68% engagement rate. Each week, we send out a

newsletter to our entire database, a great way for us to highlight the amazing work of the small businesses

we come across. One dedicated paragraph about your brand and one image of your product in our

newsletter - a special offer and/or giveaway turbocharger the traction here. 

FACEBOOK

Our main Facebook page (69K members), plus 5 x additional core fan groups (3k+ members) reach a total

audience of 72k+ highly motivated, enthusiastic change-makers for maximum engagement.

INSTAGRAM

This is a dedicated Instagram post + a 3-5 tap Insta-story that goes out to a following of 45k+ people, posted

personally by Alexx to showcase your brand and or products in the precise way you need. 

PODCAST

With over 2 million downloads and 250+ shows, our podcast is listened to by 60K people per month from

over 30 countries, mostly Australian, and most of the balance in the USA, UK, NZ and Canada. It is growing in

listenership by about 25% per year. As a brand partner, Alexx dedicates 60 seconds of a personal

endorsement/brand feature, different each week to add knowledge about your brand and or products over

the month of exposure - this is where the traction happens as people connect to different aspects of a

brand's purpose and promise over time. If you are a platinum partner, for example, this enables 4 different

themes over the month to be talked about for your brand's various offerings and features. 

Want to see some of the examples of Alexx promoting brands authentically on Instagram? 

You can click through to this folder and browse different examples. 

COMPONENTS OF OUR BRAND PARTNERSHIP PACKAGES

 

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1EWJL62zObj_b4SgyLLD_oyATHhgsvCKL?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1EWJL62zObj_b4SgyLLD_oyATHhgsvCKL?usp=sharing


1 dedicated newsletter feature

1 dedicated 3 tap Instagram story

1 dedicated FB and Insta post annoucing

giveaway

1 follow up post a week later announcing

winnner

BRONZE  $550 (ex gst) 

Your choice of: 

Brand feature: 

OR

Socials giveaway post 

 

 BRAND PARTNERSHIP OPTIONS

 

1 dedicated newsletter feature

1 dedicated 3 tap Instagram story

1 dedicated Facebook feature on

the main page 

SILVER $700 (ex gst) - over one week

 

2 dedicated newsletter features

1 dedicated 3 tap Instagram story

1 dedicated Instagram post on our

main feed

1 dedicated Facebook feature on

the main page

1 Facebook post in each of our 3

private core fan groups and

membership (which target our

most captive audience)

GOLD $1500 (ex gst) - over 2 weeks

 

2 dedicated newsletter features

1 dedicated 3-5 tap Instagram story

1 dedicated Instagram post on our

main feed

1 dedicated Facebook feature on the

main page

1 Facebook post in each of our

private core fan groups (which target

our most captive audience)

Podcast principal supporter for 2 or 4

podcast episodes (depending on half

month or full month option) with 60

second ad by Alexx each week in the

show introduction. 

 PLATINUM (half month) $2500 (ex gst)

 PLATINUM (full month) $3500 (ex gst)

 
Want to see some of the examples of Alexx promoting brands authentically on Instagram?  You can click through to this folder and browse different examples. 

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1EWJL62zObj_b4SgyLLD_oyATHhgsvCKL


 

 SAMPLE BRAND PARTNERSHIP - WELEDA

 

 
 

 

SOCIAL MEDIA                                               BLOG POST                          PRIVATE FACEBOOK GROUP            PODCAST SHOW SPONSOR



Total downloads as of June 2021: 2.2 million downloads

ITunes rating as of June 2021: 5 star rating (720+ reviews) and top 10 Alternative Healthy podcasts on ITunes for the past 5 years. 

4 episodes of the show where Alexx speaks about your brand for 60 seconds minimum and shares a selected brand offer that

you’ve put forward for the month for listeners. 

The partnership is featured exclusively on the show and in the show notes.

We have a maximum of two brand partners per month and you have our guarantee that it will be a non compete low tox brand. Ie,

we pair a fashion sponsorship with a cosmetic brand or furniture with cleaning products etc. 

Given the breadth of topics we cover on our platforms, on the show, we cover many low tox topics around

sustainability, health, fashion, farming, lowering our toxic load and mental health and with brilliant guests,

who are experts in their field ranging from teachers to PhD scientists to doctors and various qualified

practitioners. 

PODCAST-ONLY PARTNERSHIP (excluding socials/newsletter/groups) INCLUDES:

PRICE:

$2000 EX GST

"This podcast is so incredibly informative across a range of topics and guests. I'm learning so 

much about moving towards a low tox life and it's opened my eyes so so many things I'd never thought 

about - what we eat, put on our bodies and buy. Thank you!" AnnK, March 2018

 

"If you haven't listened to this podcast, I highly recommend it. Alexx is inspiring, 

educational and entertaining. Thanks for the amazing deal on SolidTeknics by the way - 

excited to start our collection!" MagicJen13, ITunes, February 2020. 

 

THE LOW TOX LIFE PODCAST



We love working with Alexx and the Low Tox community as we

appreciate the integrity and passion that goes into everything.

Alexx has such a huge level of respect within the industry and a

great influence on consumers. We know the people that are

interested in Low Tox are the sort of people who will also

appreciate the ethics and quality that goes into all Weleda

products and the way we conduct business. The synergy

between both our organisations allows for greater exposure to

the audiences who will really respond and be loyal customers.

We are thankful for the exposure Alexx has provided and it is a

great pleasure to work with someone so organised and

passionate!

David Johnston CEO Weleda Australia

 

We have been working with Alexx and the Low Tox Life course

since it started and what I love the most is the authenticity of

both Alexx, the course and also the participants. In a world with

lots of greenwashing it’s a refreshing change to find a network

with such open honesty and support.

Everyone is there to learn and share with the group so it’s a very

warm and inviting environment. Also Alexx as the Low Tox Guru

is a wonderful and supportive teacher to those wanting to learn

to be their best healthiest selves. It has helped spread the love

for our Brand and we feel very much aligned with it. We love

being part of it!

Chey Birch Founder Black Chicken Remedies

 

Working with Alexx and the team at Low Tox Life has been

nothing less than inspiring. We believe the work Alexx is doing

at Low Tox Life is so important for the future health of our

communities and planet, and that is why we at Solidteknics

love to work with Alexx as much as possible. Low Tox Life is a

perfect fit with our brand as their audience are open minded

and ready to make the changes necessary to move toward a

more sustainable self and environment. Alexx has graciously

supported our kickstarter campaigns by sharing our non-toxic,

heathy, sustain- able, local cookware message, and this

support has contributed in a big way to the awareness and

growth of our fledging Aussie cookware company. We LOVE

Alexx!

Mark Henry Managing Director and Chief Engineer

Solidteknics

 

After working in the online space for over a decade, it's safe to say

I've seen it all. Alexx and her team deeply care about the message

they bring to the world, their customers and the people they

partner with. Their ability to present the brand and sponsorship to

their audience and make all involved feel special is rare. I'm still

feeling the impact and ripple effect many months later. I would

have no hesitation in working with Alexx and her team again in the

future. and would recommend them to anyone who cares as much

as they do too.

Guy Lawrence Founder of Let It In Academy

WHAT DO OUR BRAND PARTNERS SAY ABOUT THE LOW TOX LIFE?



OTHER BRAND OPPORTUNITIES 

The Low Tox Loving Approved Stamp 

Speaking and workshops

White Label promotions, ambassadorial work and "presented by"

Alongside these partnership offers, there are also other opportunities to

collaborate with Low Tox Life. These include:

Read on to learn more about how these brand integrations.

 

 



What does it mean to be Low Tox Life Approved? 

It can be very confusing to navigate what really IS best, and it can be costly to make well-meaning swaps only to find that due to

labelling loopholes, they're not ideal. We want true low tox brands to be able to have the stamp of approval to give people the

confidence to shop with you. They see Low Tox Approved on our website or yours? They know they're good to go!

The Low Tox Approved Sign on your website, along with you being added to our safe brands page, gives people peace of mind. 

What kind of vetting process do we use?

There are strict guiding principles we stick to when ensuring a brand is aligned with ours, these brands have been personally vetted by

Low Tox Life, to ensure they are 100% aligned with the values of leading a low tox life - that they are kind to people, animals and

planet! 

We look at how the product is produced, how it's made, evidence of fairness in the production chain from the farm to the factory to

logistics. We ensure a lack of environmental toxins such as endocrine disruptors, heavy metals, carcinogens, thoughtful use of plastic if

any (such as post-consumer or strong recycling programs), absence of petroleum-based ingredients or unsustainable ingredients such

as poorly farmed ones. We look for environment champions, brands with complete transparency and products that act with the

precautionary principle in mind - that is to say if there is preliminary research suggesting a question mark against a particular material

or chemical, but perhaps doesn't yet have a peer review or extensive research, the brand exercises caution and chooses not to use such

ingredients until the science is more telling.

If you think your brand is 100% aligned with ours and would like to find out how you can be featured on our website or how you can

use a "Low Tox Life Approved" widget on your site or to shout out about on your socials, you can pop us an email

to  team@lowtoxlife.com for more information. 

We would love to grow a powerful list of recommendations 

LOW TOX LIFE APPROVED STAMP

LOW TOX LIFE 

APPROVED STAMP 

$275 ex gst annual fee



FROM $1000 - SYDNEY 

FROM $900 - ONLINE 1 HOUR SEMINAR 

FROM $1500 - NSW - OUTSIDE OF SYDNEY METRO EXCLUDING EXPENSES

FROM $1800 - INTERSTATE EXCLUDING EXPENSES 

INTERNATIONAL - POA

When it comes to getting up in front of your audience, you can trust that we will have a great, inspiring

event. Here is a sample of the organisations and news outlets I have worked with, written for or

presented on... I don’t list these to blow a trumpet, it’s more to give you the reassurance that I’ve

collaborated with some rather awesome and diverse clients to inspire change across numerous topics. 

Canberra Writer's Festival I Guardian Early Learning | Flow Athletic | Commonwealth Bank | NRMA  I

UBS | NAB | Macquarie Bank | Deutsche Bank | Reserve Bank of Australia | Nine MSN | Sunrise | Today

Show I  QANTAS  I Benevolent Society  I Willoughby Council I  City of Sydney  I  Gold Coast Libraries I

Facebook  I  Business Chicks  I  TedX  I  Conscious Space Expo  I  ING  I  Natural Health Expo  

...and a variety of National Health and wellness conferences

PRICING (EX GST)

For more details on speaking opportunities and workshops, get in touch at team@lowtoxlife.com

"Alexx presented at our Qantas Wellbeing Festival. I went home and opened some windows for better airflow

and have motivated the BF to get onto some mould removal this weekend! I thought Alexx's presentation and

style were great - nice pace, a good level of detail and definitely full of (self) compassion (“do what you can”)

rather than scaring us all into things. Thank you!" Rosie. R, Qantas 2019. 

 

"On behalf of all the parents at UBS who attended your workshop on kids and food - thank you! We've all

been talking about the radical improvements on the fussy eating from from implementing your simple yet

powerful strategies. Words can't express enough, the gratitude from this busy group of professional working

parents. We can't wait for the next lunch and learn!" Ken J. UBS, 2017

SPEAKING & WORKSHOPS

 



12 x Best Selling Book, Australia "Low Tox Life" by Alexx Stuart

Book also released through the USA, UK, South America,
Mexico, Spain, France and French Canada 

Top 20 Health Podcasts in Australia and top 5 alternative
health, both rankings into the 4th year now.

2.2 million podcast downloads

5 million blog views

Alexx Stuart, TedX speaker 2016 “Shape the world with your
shopping basket”.

"Real Treats" E book, ranked in top 20 gluten free cookbooks 
       on Amazon for 3 years.

 

SOME HIGHLIGHTS WE'RE PROUD OF

Coming soon...



"What a blessing to be getting this information at this particular time so I

can do my best to create the most natural and toxin-free environment

around me and my family from the very beginning. What I'm

appreciating so much is the factual and no-nonsense basis to this

course. I can see the things we're talking about are based on research

and expert opinion, and I'm so grateful to have this source of information

so I can make more informed choices and positive changes in my life.

These changes really are achievable and easy to implement and it feels

like there is such a feeling of positive energy to this process thanks to

Alexx's relaxed and encouraging approach. Also, as others have

mentioned before me, I'm so glad it's really afford- able as if it had been

at a higher price point I probably wouldn't have joined this journey - but

I'm soooo glad I did."

Angela Little

 

 

"Alexx Stuart you are a godsend. No way could I get my head around all

this. Love all the info from you and everyone involved. It is a big tangled

spider web out there. Finally some of the web is untangling."

Carolyn Bowden

 

"Hi all, I'm loving this fabulous course. Thanks Alexx Stuart you are

amazing. Our world is a better place with you and us in it."

Monique Cronshaw

"Thanking Alexx for the amazing, empowering healing journey we are

on. One person, one household, one village at a time. We can change

the world."

Gypsy R

"I get through the supermarket so quickly as I hardly buy anything

except my organic milk, butter, tomatoes,and feel quite pleased with

myself that I don't need to look at all the rubbish on offer. I have a

trained eye now and grab the ‘good stuff’ we’re learning about here

mostly from the awesome online recommendations - easy!"

Samantha Whittaker

"I'm loving all of this information, advice and wisdom. Thanks everyone

for all of your input and particularly Alexx Stuart for creating such an

awesome course and network."

Rebecca Blackwood

WHAT DO OUR OUR COMMUNITY SAY ABOUT THE LOW TOX LIFE?



So there you have it - many ways to work together. We are passionate about

bringing brands with strong ethics and benefits to life for our audience in

meaningful ways. We love helping people feel the weight of the way they spend

their dollars, as well as the delicious lightness about WHERE they spend them,

once they know it’s with a brand-aligned to their values.

Contact Ingrid team@lowtoxlife.com to discuss your needs and ideas and we

can go from there.

Here’s to working together to help more people lead a Low Tox Life!

Alexx Stuart

 

I look forward to hearing from you!

 

 


